[Treatment of severe Parkinson disease with electric stimulation of the subthalamic nuclei].
Patients with Parkinson's disease suffering from severe fluctuations, i.e. dyskinesias and on-off periods and/or severe tremor, who cannot be improved by adjustment of the medical treatment, can be treated with deep brain stimulation via leads implanted bilaterally into the subthalamic nuclei. Nine patients with advanced idiopathic Parkinson's disease were treated with stereotactic and bilateral implantation of leads into the subthalamic nuclei. All patients had levodopa responsive Parkinson's disease and levodopa induced fluctuations in the form of on-off periods and dyskinesias. The mean age was 61 years and the mean duration of disease 15 years. The patients were followed for 12 months and evaluated with the Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale off and on medications before and after lead implantation. The Hoehn & Yahr stage fell from 3.9/2.8 before lead implantation and off/on medication to 3.0/2.3 with lead stimulation turned on and off/on medication. The activity of daily living (ADL) index was significantly improved and reduced from 27/13 before lead implantation and off/on medication to 12/7 with the stimulation turned on and off/on medication i.e. with 55%/46% on stimulation. The motor score was likewise significantly improved and reduced from 55/28 to 24/17 i.e. with 56%/39% on stimulation. The most important results of deep brain stimulation in the subthalamic nuclei is the significant reduction of the motor fluctuations. On stimulation off periods were reduced from 30% to 6% and the dyskinesias were significantly reduced from 47% to 14% of the daytime. The mean dose of levodopa equivalent medication was reduced with 26%. In conclusion, patients with advanced Parkinson's disease and levodopa induced fluctuations can be successfully treated with bilateral high frequency electric stimulation of leads implanted into the subthalamic nuclei.